Weekly Best Practice - Safety Alerts
Sept / Oct
Incident Reports:
Potential RIDDOR, >7 Day LTI
What happened?
While on patrol using a designated pedestrian route, the IP lost his footing due to excessive winds
sustaining sprain injuries to his ankle and wrist.

What were the details?
While on patrol during the night shift as a Security Guard, the IP was conducting his normal patrol route
which remained on footpaths and roadways. The high winds during the night caused the IP to lose balance
and he tripped over injuring his ankle and wrist.
As a result of the doctor’s report and medical advice he has been given 4weeks off work to recover.

What can we learn?
An investigation is ongoing with the security company
This incident highlights the importance of predicting adverse weather conditions, looking at potential risks
and applying suitable mitigation measures in advance.

RIDDOR, Specified Injury
What happened?
On the M6, an operative fractured his kneecap when he fell on a lifting eye.

What were the details?
A Plant Operator was carrying out his pre-start checks and whilst walking round his machine he caught his
left foot on a piece of redundant sign frame in the vegetation and fell to the ground, striking his right knee on
the lifting eye fixed to the blade of the excavator.
The IP was taken to hospital where it was found that his kneecap was shattered and required surgery. The IP
had his operation on Wednesday 26th September and is progressing well.

What can we learn?
A full investigation is on-going.
A stand down was held whilst all areas were checked for other possible trip hazards. Going forward the area
around the machine is to be civilised when parking up each evening to ensure a clear level surface for
walking around to carry out daily pre-start checks

HiPo, Operative Lifted in Excavator Bucket
What happened?
On the M4, a sweeper driver was witnessed being lifted in bucket of a
JCB.

What were the details?
Surfacing works were being carried out at the M4 SMP project. A
sweeper driver noticed that the flashing beacons were not working on
his sweeper.
The sweeper driver asked the operator if he could be elevated in the
bucket to reach the beacons to fix them. The operator agreed to do
this so the sweeper driver proceeded to climb into the bucket. The
bucket was then raised to approx. 1.5m to allow the sweeper driver to
fix the lights. It was at this point a member of the project team
witnessed the event from the opposite carriageway and raised the
alarm with the supply chain supervisor and works were stopped

What can we learn?
Surfacing works were suspended on the project, and a full
investigation is being carried out by the supply chain partner and
project team, focusing on the unsafe acts of the individuals involved.

HiPo, Vehicle in Live Lane
What happened?
An unoccupied vehicle rolled into a live lane of the carriageway.

What were the details?
Maintenance works in the M25 Bell Common tunnel were ongoing with lanes 1,2 and 3 closed and lane 4
left open for public use. An employee arrived at the works area, parking and leaving his vehicle in a position
of safety in the hard shoulder. Shortly afterwards, the vehicle was observed to have rolled across four lanes of
the tunnel carriageway coming to rest at against the tunnel centre reservation and within the live
carriageway.
There were no injuries or damage caused and a rolling road block was instigated to recover the vehicle.

What can we learn?
A full investigation and testing of the vehicle is ongoing. We must ensure hand brakes of vehicles are fully
applied and are fully operational. Remember to select a forward gear and turn your steering wheel away
from the kerb/verge when facing uphill, and select reverse gear and turn your steering wheel towards the
kerb/verge when facing downhill.

Incident Reports:
HiPo, Unauthorised Excavation Near Strategic National
Asset Pipeline
21 September 2018
What happened?

Week 38

On Monday the 17 September an unauthorised & unsupervised excavation was undertaken within a 10m
control are of the Shell pipeline.

What were the details?
While excavation works were planned within the
control area the work was not was not due to
commence until Tuesday 18 September when the
agreed Shell supervision was scheduled to be on
site to monitor the activity. The excavation was
within 4m of the pipeline

What can we learn?
The excavation crew have been immediately stood
down pending investigation. All earthwork/ roadwork activities have been stood down to review all safe
systems of work, permitting and briefing
documentation. No works will recommence on Pitmedden road until a review of the remaining work’s
scopes has been undertaken on site with a Shell pipeline monitor, and a satisfactory closure of the incident
investigation.

Potential HiPo, Vehicle incursion
What happened?
During a night time road closure for surfacing works at Living Place’s Hereford contract, a vehicle entered
the site at speed.

What were the details?
The road was fully closed using appropriate signage, cones and lights, and a traffic management vehicle
was positioned around 10m from the closure point. The vehicle travelling at speed entered the works area
through the cones resulting in damage to the TM vehicle. The site were alerted to the incident by two-way
radios. The driver of the vehicle continued through site narrowly missing the supervisor, stopping only when
plant and materials blocked the road. He spun the vehicle round and proceeded back the way he came out of
site.

What can we learn?
An Investigation is underway and lessons will be shared alongside the Warwickshire investigation review.
In this case the golden rule of report all unsafe events and conditions will help us make future changes.

HiPo: People Plant Interface
What happened?
On Wednesday 12th September a drainage operative was
observed working next to an operational excavator whilst
stood at the edge of a 3m excavation on the Highways
A14 project.

What are the details?
A drainage team were in the process of excavating a
trench to enable the
installation of surface water drains and inspection
chambers. The operative stood adjacent to the
operational excavator and close to the edge of the
trench in the belief that he needed to check the levels of
the trench as it was being dug. Works were stopped the
area made safe.

What can we learn?
Operations must be assessed against the hierarchy of
control to eliminate the need to work adjacent to
operational plant and vehicles. Workers and
supervisors must be fully conversant with people plant
interface standards
and safe systems of work established with the workforce.
Controls must also be in place to prevent falls.
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